
SUPPER CLUB FAQs

What is Supper Club?
Simply put, it’s a group of people who all cook a pre-assigned 
dish at home and gather together in someone’s home to 
share the culinary dishes.  The menus will be curated by Chef 

Robert Dorsey, a local Piedmont Chef—complete with tips, 
how-to and easy-to-read instructions to ensure that even the novice cook will not feel 
intimidated in the kitchen. 

What if we can’t commit to the Supper Club dates but we want to be involved?
Oftentimes, the most difficult part in gathering multiple families together is simply finding a date 
that works for all. PNNC did the heavy lifting and put a stake in the ground on when Supper 
Club dinners should take place.  However, if you prefer to do the heavy lifting and want to 
choose another date among your group to meet—have at it! We will make note of the date 
issues when you sign up and pair you together with other residents who find themselves in the 
same predicament. When choosing an alternate date, keep in mind that the menus will only be 
made available 10 days prior to the official Supper Club date.

I have special dietary needs, can I still participate?
Absolutely!  Please communicate this at the on-set so that the Chef may offer options for those 
with dietary restrictions.  Additionally, we may create groups strictly made up with dairy-free, 
gluten-free, etc.—if that is your preference. All menus will have adequate dishes to 
accommodate vegetarians in the group.

I’m a horrible cook and should stay far away from the stove. Can I still participate?
You are too funny. Chef Dorsey guarantees that you’ll be able to easily follow and execute all 
the recipes shared during your Supper Club experience. Get ready to wow your tastebuds and 
astonish your friends and family.

How are the groups formed?
The point of Supper Club is to meet new friends and reconnect with old ones.  There’s no 
science involved but we will try to maintain a good balance with all of our Supper Clubs.

What if I do not have a partner/spouse?
Not a problem. We will note this when forming groups.

Do you have any tips for bringing my dish to the hosts’ home? 
Each couple/person is bringing a dish or two, prepared in advance. It should be understood 
that each couple is responsible for plating and serving their dishes. How should you transport 
the dish? Try to bring your dish in its own serving bowl or platter so as not to dirty more of the 
hosts' dishes. Remember, this is a communal meal. Everyone should pitch in and help as  
necessary--whether it be clearing plates, pouring wine, etc.




Do I have to follow the recipes exactly? 
As you make your assigned dish, if you have something you want to add or subtract from the 
recipe--feel free to do it!  Please keep in mind of any dietary constraints. As the cook (of your 
designated dish) you've been given carte blanche to alter it (ever so slightly) as you see fit.  
There's an inner foodie in all of us. In fact, this is YOUR SUPPER CLUB. YOUR GROUP.  Feel 
free to alter the flow, the set-up, the whatever. In fact, if you've run out of plates and plan to 
serve dessert on paper plates--all the power to you. As you may remember: the main goal of 
Supper Club is to build community among great food. 


What happens at the end of the Supper Club “season”?
New clubs will form. You may not stay in the same group—unless of course, you want to meet 
on your own, outside of Supper Club.
 


